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Editor’s Message 
by Kathleen Stang 

Happy New Year everyone!  I hope you all enjoyed your holidays! 
Your Board Members have been busy brainstorming ideas for 
ways to improve our Bee club, and we've put together what we 
hope will be an exciting program for 2018.  As always, we 
welcome your input, and will strive to implement your ideas. 
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President’s Message 
by Randy Fox  

                
Happy New Year! Where did 2017 go?!? I hope everyone had 
wonderful Christmas and New Year’s celebrations and that you 
are eagerly looking forward to another great year of 
beekeeping. The Board of Directors has been busy putting 
together a plan for bringing in more outside speakers for this 
year’s meetings as well as offering more hands-on field training. 
To start off the new year our January meeting will feature 
Jeremy Rose from the California Bee Company. Jeremy is the 
author of “Beekeeping in Coastal California” and will be 
speaking to us about queen rearing amongst other things. 
Looking ahead, it’s never too early to start thinking about bee 
packages. Our February meeting will cover the topics of 
preparing for spring as well as how to handle swarms. We are 
also planning to do a field class at the end of February on how 
to efficiently capture swarms should the opportunity present 
itself. Please be thinking now about whether or not you will be 
wanting to purchase packages. If you do want bee packages then 
also please have at least a ballpark quantity in mind so that 
Mike Stang and Grant Wolfe can hopefully use that number to 
get the best possible pricing when asking for quotes from 
suppliers. 
This month we are going to experiment a bit and move back into 
the smaller back room where everyone will be better able to 
hear Jeremy’s presentation. As usual, the meeting starts at 7:00 
pm but a lot of us meet downstairs for dinner at 5:30. Everyone 
is welcome. I hope to see you there! 

                    



January Member Photo 
      Submitted by Wayne Pitts 

During one of his travels to South Carolina. 

 



Recipe of The Month 
Submitted by Sandi Fox 

Looks like a yummy New Year’s Day Dinner! 

Grilled Honey-Glazed Pork Tenderloin with Onions 

1/2 cup Buckwheat Honey 
1/4 cup extra virgin Olive Oil 
1/4 cup Cider Vinegar 
1 tablespoon Minced Garlic 
 2 teaspoons Herbes de Provence  
1 teaspoon Salt 
1/2 teaspoon Pepper 
2 pounds Pork Tenderloin 
2 medium Onions 

Combine honey, oil, vinegar, garlic, Herbs, salt and pepper in a 
shallow pan.  Add Pork and turn to coat well.  Cover and 
refrigerate 2-4 hours, turning pork occasionally.  Remove pan 
from refrigerator 30 minutes before grilling.  Prepare grill for 
medium-hot fire with an indirect heat area.  Slice onions in 
rounds 1/2 to 3/4 inches thick.  Remove pork from marinade and 
place on grill, turning every 10 minutes to evenly cook.  Put 
onions over direct heat and brush with marinade.  Turn 
frequently, brushing with marinade until well marked and soft, 
8-10 minutes.  Move onions off direct heat to finish cooking.  Let 
pork rest 5 minutes before slicing into 3/4 inch slices.  Serve 
with grilled onions. 
                                         

                            



                                     Plant of The Month 
                          Dwarf Coastal Manzanita 

                      Arctostaphylos edmundsii 'Big Sur'’ 

Native to the Big Sur area, this (and all) manzanita is an 
important winter producer of nectar.  Bloom time is January-
May,  and grows about 3’ tall.  Native Americans in Northern 
California made a tisane from manzanita leaves to treat poison 
oak rash.  The leaves contain chemicals with a mildly 
disinfectant quality, and can be used for mild urinary tract 
infections.  They also used the leaves as toothbrushes.  Big sur 
manzanita will tolerate beach sand or adobe and, with some 
afternoon shade, can tolerate hotter inland areas.  Although it is 
native on the coastal bluffs this manzanita, along with most 
other manzanitas, cannot tolerate salt spray very well. If you 
live next to the coast plant it out of the direct salt spray.  Its 
year ‘round interest makes for a beautiful plant in your drought 
tolerant landscape, and its berries are edible. 



                    News from the Bee World  
Articles courtesy of The W.A.S., Bee Culture Magazine, ABJ, and A.A.S. 

 

STUDIES OF GUT BACTERIA IN BEES REVEAL HOW 
ANTIBIOTIC-RESISTANCE IS SPREAD 

TEMPE, Ariz. — It’s the kind of thing you might lose sleep over. 

How will humans survive serious infections in the future if we’re 
running out of tools today to fight them? Antibiotic resistance 
among disease-causing bacteria is of global concern, as some 
last-resort drugs can no longer cure common illnesses such as 
urinary tract infections. 

To make matters worse, researchers from Arizona State 
University and Norwegian University of Life Sciences have 
discovered that our very own gut bacteria may be perpetuating 
the resistance. Scientists uncovered this startling finding while 
investigating the microbial life in honey bee guts. 

“To our surprise, we found that instead of one gut bacterium 
acquiring resistance and outcompeting all the other gut bacteria 
in honey bees, the resistance genes spread in the bacterial 
community so that all strains of bacteria survived,” said Gro 
Amdam, a professor with ASU School of Life Sciences and co-
author of the paper. 

The finding was published in the current issue of the journal 
Molecular Ecology. 



In the study, scientists investigated gut bacteria in honey bees 
to explore the question, “What happens to gut bacteria when 
they are exposed to antibiotics over a long period of time?” 
While honey bees have a simpler microbial community in their 
guts compared to humans, they also have features in common. 

“There is an important similarity between honey bee and human 
gut bacteria, in that some bacteria are in symbiosis with the 
host — these are important for host health,” said Jane 
Ludvigsen, a doctoral student with the Norwegian University of 
Life Sciences and lead author of the paper. “The bacteria we 
investigated are symbiotic for the honey bee, and they each 
have important functions. Because they must all be there for 
the host to be well, we think this is the reason that antibiotic-
resistant genes have spread to all.” 

Overuse of antibiotics 

In this study, researchers focused on microbes that are resistant 
to tetracycline. In addition to use in human medicine, 
tetracycline is an antibiotic that has been widely used for 
decades to promote growth in animals — often in chicken, cattle 
and pig farming. It’s also commonly sprayed on plants, including 
apple and pear trees, to prevent diseases such as fire blight, 
which can devastate crops. In the U.S., tetracycline has been 
used even on organic farms. In Norway, rules on antibiotic use in 
farming of any kind are much stricter. 

The scientists compared the antibiotic-resistant genes in honey 
bee populations from Arizona and Norway. There were surprising 
geographic differences. 

“In the bees from Arizona, we saw that even though they have 
not been in contact with tetracycline for many years, the 



resistance genes are still there,” said Ludvigsen. “Also, in the 
Norwegian population, we found some antibiotic-resistant 
genes, but few. 

“I think that if there are more resistance genes in the 
environment, more transfer happens. Also, if the bees are 
exposed to tetracycline in their environment, they may need to 
get and keep the resistance genes. Tetracycline is used still in 
the U.S., so that might be a trigger. That deserves further study, 
as it was not the focus of this paper.” 

When the research team studied the antibiotic-resistant genes 
in the Arizona honey bee population, they found six different 
variants of this genetic resistance — each variant is the product 
of a mutation within the gene. In the bee population in Norway, 
the team found only one adaptation. 

Amdam said one way to think about it is this: Tetracycline-
resistant microbes are everywhere. They are in the dirt, on 
plants and animals, and even inside us. But given enough time, 
without exposure to antibiotics, some of this resistance should 
go away. One factor needed for antibiotic resistance to remain 
prevalent is to keep the selective pressure on. This is why 
Amdam and Ludvigsen say it’s important to reduce or eliminate 
the use of antibiotics in both agriculture and farming, and limit 
unnecessary use in human health as much as possible. 

Antibiotic-resistant microbes in humans 

Many people believe that antibiotic-resistant bacteria are 
mainly found in places such as hospitals. And although dangerous 
microbes can be found there, they are also found in our 
everyday environments. 



“Our paper predicts that if there is already antibiotic resistance 
in your gut, then most or all of your gut microbes will also carry 
this resistance. Basically, we’ve become potent reservoirs for 
carrying antibiotic-resistant genes,” said Amdam. “This is not 
good news from an epidemiological point of view. If our paper is 
right, then from what we see in the U.S. and Norway, you can 
keep accumulating multiple versions of antibiotic-resistant 
genes. If pathogenic bacteria pass through your body, they can 
also pick up this resistance.” 

The researchers say one next step could be to study how the 
bees’ gut selects for certain kinds of bacteria, and not others. 
For example, in humans, we know that the immune system is 
involved in accommodating the “right” gut bacteria, but the 
role of the honey bee immune system is largely unknown.  — 
Arizona State University 
                                       Courtesy of  the W.A.S. Newsletter, December, 2017

                   

                   



My January Beekeeping To-Do List   
By 

Serge Labesque 
  

Pests in the beehive 
A beehive is home to tens of thousands of bees in all stages 

of development. Inevitably, such a concentration of life and the 
mass of stores that sustains it attract many predators and 
parasites, not to mention commensal organisms. In fact, it does 
not take much effort while inspecting a hive to see signs of the 
presence of varroa mites, wax moths and nowadays Small Hive 
Beetles, or the pests themselves. Other unwelcome visitors may 
include ants, mice and yellow jackets, just to name a few of the 
critters that frequently flock to bee nests. Although we can 
easily ignore the nonthreatening occupants of our hives, we 
must be careful not to create conditions with our equipment or 
hive manipulations that give an advantage to the pests over the 
bees. 

For example, using screened hive bottoms that are suitably 
designed is a way to separate the elements the colonies discard, 
their trash so to speak, from the brood nests. This garbage 
includes varroa mites that drop from the nests. Solid hive 
bottoms, on the contrary, allow the mites to land safely and to 
climb back onto any bees that happen to walk by. 

Consider the ubiquitous wax moths: You may see them on 
the outside of a hive waiting for darkness and a reduction in bee 
traffic to move in. Once inside, they lay their eggs on the comb 
and eventually, their larvae cause the damage we all know too 
well. The bees do all they can to protect their nest, but when a 
colony is too weak to protect all the comb it was given they 
relinquish some of it to the destructive pest. Knowing that hives 
inevitably draw moths, we can try to offer them an alternate 
place to occupy, rather than the bees’ nests. This is easily done 



by allowing hive waste to accumulate on the monitoring trays 
that are placed under the screens of hive bottoms. When this is 
done and the bees can patrol all their combs, the wax moths are 
forced to find refuge in the debris. They can lay their eggs in it 
and their larvae can feed on it without disturbing the bees, or 
chewing on the comb and woodwork. This works well when the 
trays are cleaned infrequently, basically only when moth larvae 
develop in significant numbers on them. 

In recent years, the Small Hive Beetle (SHB) has become an 
element of our local environment. Just like the wax moth, this 
new pest is strongly attracted to bee hives, and I have taken a 
similar approach to the one I use to lessen the impact of wax 
moths on my colonies: I manage my hives in such a way that the 
bees can work all the comb they have. Some of the beetles may 
be seen on the monitoring trays, where they cause no harm, but 
most are forced to find refuge from the bees in the “attics” of 
the hives, the hive top feeders where I occasionally place a few 
pieces of bridge comb. The bees actually hold the pests captive 
in these empty cells. As I remove and set aside the top feeders 
to inspect the hives, the bees that guard the beetles in their 
cells are unavoidably distracted, but the beetles cannot run into 
the nests to lay their eggs. Without hive top feeders to invite 
and hold the beetles, these pests would disperse throughout the 
hives and infest them at the slightest hive manipulation. 

Trying to kill or eradicate any of these unavoidable pests 
has proven to be a ludicrous strategy. It generates ever tougher 
and more virulent bugs, and it does not let the bees participate 
in the defense of their nests. The approach I have outlined here 
is quite different and yet very simple: It amounts to configuring 
the equipment in such a way that the pests are led to places 
where they can live without causing damage, or where the bees 
can keep them under control. In a way, we just “send them to 
their room!” 



January in the apiaries 
Short days and unstable weather keep the bees inside in 

tight clusters most of the time. It’s only for a few hours on the 
mildest days that we may see a few at the hive entrances and in 
the flight paths. They may be out to perform cleansing flights or 
to forage for fresh pollen. As a consequence of the break or 
significant reduction in the production of brood, which occurs 
normally in late fall and early winter, the populations have been 
steadily decreasing. They will reach their yearly minimum in just 
a few weeks, in mid-winter. 

Yet, this is a turning point in the pace of colony life, as 
important changes occur deep inside the hives in early winter: 
The queens resume egg laying or accelerate their production; 
the burgeoning brood nests that result force the winter bees to 
produce more heat and to feed the larvae. Consequently, the 
consumption of honey and bee bread begins to increase, which 
is evidenced by large amounts of metabolic water within the 
hives and on the monitoring trays. In poorly configured hives this 
elevated level of moisture can be a major cause of colony health 
problems and slow development. As water condenses on the cold 
contents of the hives, stores may spoil and cold water may drip 
down onto the brood nests that, instead, demand heat. When 
long periods of inclement weather prevent foraging, the bees 
find the proteins they need in the bee bread they accumulated 
in their combs during the latter part of the summer. By the end 
of the month, young bees will be emerging in sufficient numbers 
to help rebuild the populations. 

As we keep an eye on our colonies we make sure that the 
hive entrances are not becoming clogged by the bodies of bees 
that died inside. The monitoring trays are always good sources 
of information that reveal the location and growth of the new 
brood nests as well as, possibly, colony health issues. Toward the 
end of the month, on a warm, windless day and when the bees 
are actively foraging, we may peek into the top of the hives, 



perhaps to expand their volume by adding a frame or two 
alongside the brood nests, or by adding supers with a few 
frames and follower boards on top, or both. These are very 
quick, nonintrusive manipulations that do not break clusters or 
disturb the hive contents. The purpose of these additions is to 
provide space to allow for the growth of the colonies and for the 
placement of nectar that may be collected when conditions 
permit, as we know that the bees will not move into any empty 
comb that may be in the lower parts of the hives at this time of 
year. If the weather precludes doing these additions, they will 
be postponed until the conditions are favorable. The risk in 
missing this first step into the new beekeeping year is that the 
colonies may not develop well and vigorously enough before an 
early spring honey flow, or that they may be driven to swarm 
prematurely by the congestion of the brood chambers. 

Unfortunately, there are occasionally some colonies that 
fail in mid-winter for a variety of reasons, be they, for example, 
queen failures, small clusters, or disease. These dead hives need 
to be closed immediately and removed from the apiary. The 
cause of their demise should be determined so that the 
equipment can be dealt with appropriately, either discarded, or 
cleaned for reuse. The honey they contain needs to be collected 
and not returned to the bees or left to be robbed, as it may 
carry pathogens. Honey from failed colonies rapidly develops a 
musty or other unpleasant flavor in winter. The only acceptable 
way I have found to deal with this sort of honey is to turn it into 
mead, after boiling the must, which destroys unwanted yeasts. 
Although this is poor compensation for the loss of bees, the 
results can be quite good. 

This year I must add the unusual task of possibly harvesting 
some surplus honey during my mid-winter hive checks, as the 
October fires prevented this from being done during the 
preparation of the colonies for winter. In fact, this unplanned 
alteration to the fall routine is turning into an experiment that 



may be worth learning from. I expect that the large thermal 
inertia of the honey may have kept the colonies relatively calm 
and in tighter clusters during late fall and in early winter. This 
could be beneficial by helping maintain a more stable and long-
lasting period of broodlessness. However, I have learned that 
leaving this honey in the hives when the colonies have to 
produce brood can penalize them by slowing their mid-winter 
development and preparations for spring. Whether my guess is 
right or wrong, it will be interesting to see how the bees and 
their keeper work around this unusually-timed harvest. 

Our direct interactions with the bees in early and mid-
winter are kept to the very minimum. Yet, it is desirable to 
ensure that the colonies remain healthy and can gain strength 
before spring without being driven to swarm prematurely by 
cramped conditions in the brood chambers. 
In summary, this month: 
- Inspect the exterior condition of the hives: 
• Hive tops should remain properly set and secured. 
• Observe the entrances and the ground in front of the hives. 
• Verify that the hive entrances are not obstructed. 
• Maintain adequate and safe ventilation through the hives. 
- Examine the monitoring trays. 
- Watch for the appearance of drone brood cappings, and make 
a note of the date. 
- Verify that mice have not entered the hives. Telltale clues of 
their presence, such as coarse pieces of comb and mouse feces, 
etc. are visible on the monitoring trays. 
- When no activity is observed, place your ear against the side of 
the hive, and listen for bee noises.  If the colony is dead, close 
the hive, remove it from the apiary, diagnose the problem, and 
discard or clean the equipment, as appropriate. 
- In the latter part of the month and weather permitting, 
quickly peek into the top of the hives to assess the location of 
the clusters. 



- Place supers or additional frames where and when warranted. 
- Clean and scorch tools and equipment. 
- Plan next season.  Evaluate the need for equipment and bees. 
- Procure, build and repair beekeeping equipment. 
- Plant bee forage! 
- Read and learn more about bees and beekeeping. 
  
May your bee colonies bring you good health and intense joy in 
2018! 
  

Serge Labesque © 2017 



Calendar of Events 

Monday, Jan. 1st: 
New Year's Day 

Tuesday, Jan. 2nd: 
January Meeting 7:00 
Upstairs Old City Hall Restaurant  

Jeremy Rose will speak about Queen Rearing. 

Upcoming Classes and Conferences 

Jan. 9-13:   
75th Diamond American Beekeeping Conference and Trade Show. 
Grand Sierra Resort, Reno, NV 
Info: http://abfconference.com 

Jan. 10-13: 
American Honey Producers Association 49th Annual Convention 
and Trade Show.   
Double-Tree-Mission Valley Hotel, San Diego, CA 
Info:  http://www.AHPAnet.com 

Jan. 12: 
Kids and Bees (Bee Girl) at the 2018 American Beekeeping 
Federation Conference and Trade Show. 
9am Grand Sierra Resort, Reno, NV.  Free. 
Info:  https://www.eventbrite.com/o/bee-girl-6478904069 

https://www.eventbrite.com/o/bee-girl-6478904069


Jan. 21: 
Backyard Beekeeping Class, 10am-1pm  
Sticky Art Lab, 1682 University Ave. (at McGee) Berkeley, CA. 
Cost $40.  Sign up at biodevas@biofueloasis.com or 
 jennifer@biofueloasis.com 

Jan. 21: 
Swarm Prevention Class Part 1: Preventing and Catching Swarms 

6-8pm Radtke’s Cottage, Oakland, CA  Cost $30   
Sign up at biodevas@biofueloasis.com or 
jennifer@biofueloasis.com 

Jan. 28: 
Swarm Prevention Class Part 2:  The Basics of Making Splits 
3-5pm Radtke’s Cottage, Oakland, CA  Cost $30   
Sign up at biodevas@biofueloasis.com or 

jennifer@biofueloasis.com 

mailto:biodevas@biofueloasis.com
mailto:biodevas@biofueloasis.com
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Bee Club Meetings 
 

First Monday of the month  
Santa Clara Valley Beekeepers Guild 

6:15 pm 
Dwell Christian Church San Jose  

1292 Minnesota Ave San Jose CA 95125  
http://beeguild.org/ 

First Tuesday of the month  
Gilroy Beekeepers Association  

7:00 pm 
Old City Hall Restaurant 

7400 Monterey Rd.  
Gilroy, Ca  

http://www.gilroybees.com 

First Wednesday of the month  
Santa Cruz Beekeepers Guild 

6:30 pm 
El Rio Mobile Home Park,  

 2120 N. Pacific Ave.  
Santa Cruz, CA 

http://santacruzbees.com 

First Thursday of the month  
Beekeepers Guild of San Mateo 

7:00 pm 
Trinity Presbyterian Church 

1106 Alameda de Pulgas 
San Carlos, CA 

http://www.sanmateobeeguild.org/ 

First Saturday of the month  
Monterey Bay Beekeepers 

8:00 am 

Black Bear Diner 

2450 N. Fremont Street Monterey, CA 93940  
http://www.montereybaybeekeepers.org/ 

http://beeguild.org/
http://www.gilroybees.com
http://santacruzbees.com
http://www.sanmateobeeguild.org/
http://www.montereybaybeekeepers.org/


Please Support Our Loyal Sponsors  
 

  

 


